If you feel like Discover Arts and Humanities is something that interests you, and you would like to know more, please see the following link: [www.sheffield.ac.uk/schools/outreach-programmes/discoverartsandhumanities](http://www.sheffield.ac.uk/schools/outreach-programmes/discoverartsandhumanities).

The aim of Discover Arts and Humanities is to encourage students from backgrounds that are under-represented in higher education to study at University. We use a range of indicators when selecting students for the programme. To see the types of students we are looking for, and the eligibility criteria please see the following link: [www.sheffield.ac.uk/schools/outreach-programmes/discoverartsandhumanities/criteria](http://www.sheffield.ac.uk/schools/outreach-programmes/discoverartsandhumanities/criteria).

For details of how to apply please see the following link: [www.sheffield.ac.uk/schools/outreach-programmes/discoverartsandhumanities/apply](http://www.sheffield.ac.uk/schools/outreach-programmes/discoverartsandhumanities/apply).

For more information on the Faculty of Arts and Humanities at the University of Sheffield please see the following link: [www.shef.ac.uk/faculty/arts-and-humanities](http://www.shef.ac.uk/faculty/arts-and-humanities).

For further information you can talk to teachers in your school, or alternatively you can contact the Discover Arts and Humanities team using the details below:

Discover Arts and Humanities
Email: discoverartsandhumanities@sheffield.ac.uk
Tel: 0114 222 2190.
The Arts and Humanities cover a wide range of inspirational subjects. Through this field of study we can cross time and place to discover what it means to be human. It can help us make sense of our past and shed light on the present and future. Arts and Humanities students investigate different histories, cultures far and near and explore ways of thinking to get a handle on how our world joins up.

If you’re a creative thinker and interested in what makes us all tick, then Arts and Humanities are definitely for you.

At the University of Sheffield the Faculty of Arts and Humanities is made up of the following academic departments:

ARCHAEOLOGY
THE SCHOOL OF ENGLISH
HISTORY
THE SCHOOL OF LANGUAGES AND CULTURES
MUSIC
PHILOSOPHY

What is Discover Arts and Humanities?

Discover Arts and Humanities is an action-packed two year programme for Year 12 students who are interested in finding out more about Arts and Humanities subjects. Our aim is to encourage students from backgrounds that are under-represented in higher education to study at university and provide support and guidance through a range of exciting activities. We want all Discover Arts and Humanities students to get a feel for what university is really like and which Arts and Humanities degree courses could be for them.
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What does Discover Arts and Humanities involve?

**Year 12**

- A welcome evening for you and your parents or carers where you’ll find out all about the programme
- Three events throughout the year where you’ll take part in hands-on taster activities with our award-winning staff and students; experiencing what it is like to study a variety of Arts and Humanities subjects at university level. A summer school is one of these events, so you’ll get to stay over in our student village. We’ll also show you the study and research skills you’ll need to be successful at university.
- One-to-one advice and guidance from a student mentor
- An invitation to our open day and a campus tour
- Study skills sessions with our student ambassadors

**Year 13**

- Practical guidance on how to apply to University, including tips on how to write your personal statement
- Taster activity days
- One-to-one advice and guidance from a student mentor and University staff
- Information on student finance and financial support
- A Level revision sessions
- End of programme celebration and certificate presentation

Careers in Arts and Humanities

There’s no end of rewarding careers you could go into with a degree in Arts and Humanities subjects. This is good if you’re not sure about your career plans yet. But it’s just as good if you are. In the Arts and Humanities, things are not always black and white:

- You’ll see different points of view, ask the right questions and work out the facts
- You’ll be a team worker, a problem solver, an imaginative thinker, and a clear communicator
- These transferable abilities are highly prized by employers in a huge range of work settings

Here are some of the jobs our recent graduates have gone into: museums’ curator, teacher (primary and secondary), archaeologist, business manager, trainee solicitor, editor, interpreter, detective constable, press officer, social worker, assistant TV producer, lecturer, global marketing manager, counsellor, overseas development worker, head of live music programming and many other roles.

How will I find out what University is really like?

When it comes to knowing about University our student ambassadors are the experts! Discover Arts and Humanities students will work closely with our student ambassadors who will share their experiences of course content, student lifestyle, workload, and career pathways. We work with current undergraduate students who are passionate about their subject, interested in working with young people, and understand the worries that they might have.
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The Arts and Humanities cover a wide range of inspirational subjects. Through this field of study we can help us make sense of our past and our world today. We explore the stories that different cultures, different times, and far-off places have to tell us. We consider the ways of thinking to get a handle on how our world joins up.
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Discover Arts and Humanities

Explore the exciting world of Arts and Humanities subjects at the University of Sheffield and the careers they could lead to.